








































Department of Chemistry 

Bidhan Chandra College, Asansol 

Mentor/Mentee Report  

2021 

 

 

Case 1:  

Date: 5
th

 March 2021 

Name of the Student: Riya Mandal, B.Sc. 

Sem-I(H). 

She was facing problem regarding internal 

assessment Examination on 5
th

 March 

2021. She informed me that she is in 

remote area due to her grandfather’s 

death and will not be able give internal 

assessment Examination on scheduled 

date. I told her that as it is online exam and 

you can give the exam from your location if 

you want. You can submit the answer sheet 

after completing your writing and time 

relaxation will be given. After that she is 

convinced and told me that I will give exam 

today from here. She was satisfied after 

discussion with me. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



18/06/2021, 4:43 pm - Messages and calls are end-to-end encrypted. No 
one outside of this chat, not even WhatsApp, can read or listen to 
them. Tap to learn more.
18/06/2021, 4:43 pm - +91 81013 60462 created group "SSB Mentor Group 
"
18/06/2021, 4:43 pm - +91 81013 60462 added you
18/06/2021, 4:43 pm - +91 81013 60462 changed the subject from "SSB 
Mentor Group " to "SSB MAM Mentor Group"
18/06/2021, 4:45 pm - +91 76790 55943 joined using this group's invite 
link
18/06/2021, 4:45 pm - +91 6296 913 022 joined using this group's 
invite link
18/06/2021, 4:47 pm - Neel Basu: Welcome  everyone  to  this SSb 
mentor  group.
18/06/2021, 4:47 pm - +91 81013 60462 added +91 82500 61238 and +91 
85098 30064
18/06/2021, 4:49 pm - Neel Basu: Every English  version  student  has 
to join this group.
18/06/2021, 4:49 pm - +91 81013 60462: Thank you mam 
For giving me this opportunity🙏
18/06/2021, 4:51 pm - +91 76790 55943: Thank u maim
18/06/2021, 4:53 pm - +91 81013 60462 changed this group's icon
18/06/2021, 4:53 pm - +91 84367 13940 joined using this group's invite 
link
18/06/2021, 4:54 pm - +91 98833 42119 joined using this group's invite 
link
18/06/2021, 4:56 pm - You're now an admin
18/06/2021, 4:58 pm - +91 74791 77242 joined using this group's invite 
link
18/06/2021, 5:00 pm - +91 81013 60462 added +91 79085 53246
18/06/2021, 5:00 pm - +91 97391 57087: Thank you ma'am
18/06/2021, 5:14 pm - +91 97353 68929 joined using this group's invite 
link
18/06/2021, 5:16 pm - +91 6295 952 654 joined using this group's 
invite link
18/06/2021, 5:17 pm - +91 97756 35403 joined using this group's invite 
link
18/06/2021, 5:23 pm - +91 80013 04545 joined using this group's invite 
link
18/06/2021, 5:30 pm - +91 832 702 3727 joined using this group's 
invite link
18/06/2021, 5:39 pm - +91 70016 48009 joined using this group's invite 
link
18/06/2021, 5:40 pm - +91 6296 809 819 joined using this group's 
invite link
18/06/2021, 6:11 pm - +91 93391 73727 joined using this group's invite 
link
18/06/2021, 6:13 pm - +91 70762 17240 joined using this group's invite 
link
18/06/2021, 6:13 pm - +91 74778 00995 joined using this group's invite 
link
18/06/2021, 6:15 pm - +91 70019 43347 joined using this group's invite 
link
18/06/2021, 6:35 pm - +91 98326 94943 joined using this group's invite 
link
18/06/2021, 7:00 pm - +91 73659 70200 joined using this group's invite 



link
18/06/2021, 7:16 pm - +91 74889 17741 joined using this group's invite 
link
18/06/2021, 7:30 pm - +91 75868 83844 joined using this group's invite 
link
18/06/2021, 7:51 pm - +91 86176 22676 joined using this group's invite 
link
18/06/2021, 7:56 pm - Neel Basu: What career  you can have after Hons 
in Political Science.  Give your opinion.  Write  your  name  and 
registration  number.  Every  one should  answer.
18/06/2021, 7:58 pm - +91 93827 79641 joined using this group's invite 
link
18/06/2021, 8:07 pm - +91 74889 17741: *Name: SK samiruddin
Reg: 19103002042
My opinion: mam I have chosen political science as my Hons paper bcoz 
I shall have political science and international relations as  
optional paper in UPSC mains examination ,and If u analyse the other 
GS-2 mains syllabus you will find out that political science is 
relevant subject than any other that will help me a lot and is 
convenient for me and it lessens the burden of covering such an 
overwhelming syllabus*
18/06/2021, 8:15 pm - +91 74889 17741: *I think everyone should have a 
brief knowledge of politics due to its impact in human society bcoz 
our life is directly or indirectly linked with this discipline .and 
this subject helps anybody to comprehend the means and ends of life 
and even the day to day evolution (changes) that we r undergoing*
18/06/2021, 8:18 pm - +91 74889 17741: *in terms of different 
institutions, govt their working , decision making and different 
ideals ( democracy, liberalism,socialism and their current 
understandings)*
18/06/2021, 8:55 pm - +91 70473 62853 joined using this group's invite 
link
18/06/2021, 9:02 pm - Neel Basu: Excellent  response.
18/06/2021, 9:04 pm - Neel Basu: Which school  have you studied  from.
18/06/2021, 9:18 pm - Neel Basu: Students  can write  their  opinion  
in Hindi  also.
18/06/2021, 9:19 pm - Neel Basu: There  is provision for typing  in 
Hindi.
18/06/2021, 9:31 pm - +91 81013 60462: Mam I want to be a lawyer
That is why I have choosen political science
 After graduation I will take admission in durgapur law college for
W
Become a lawyer
And after is lockdown I will take a speaking English classes for 
proper English......
18/06/2021, 9:39 pm - Neel Basu: Good
18/06/2021, 9:40 pm - Neel Basu: Other students  atleast  write your  
name and registration no
18/06/2021, 9:44 pm - +91 97391 57087: Name: Eifat Parween
Reg: KNU19103001371
Ma'am I have chosen political science as I am much interested in 
pursuing LLB in future..
18/06/2021, 9:45 pm - +91 81013 60462: Sumita Gupta
Registration number KNU19103002294
18/06/2021, 9:55 pm - Neel Basu: Good
18/06/2021, 9:58 pm - +91 84366 64874 joined using this group's invite 
link



18/06/2021, 10:09 pm - +91 80013 04545: Name fozia iffat registration 
no.19103001800 mam I want to be a lawyer after guarantion I take 
addmission in llb further llm that why I have chosen political science 
because it's a subject who discuss the political system and 
constitution of different countries and our own country.
18/06/2021, 10:16 pm - +91 73659 70200: Name :- Jazeeb Khan
Registration No :- 19103001586 Mam I Want To Became Lawyer After 
Graduation I Would Be Taking Admission In AMU And My Preparation Is 
Going On For The Entrance Exam
18/06/2021, 10:20 pm - Neel Basu: Good
18/06/2021, 10:20 pm - +91 90641 76634: Name ---VISHAL GUPTA.      Reg 
no ---        KNU19103001639       ma'am I took political science as 
Hons paper bcoz i liked the subject and as I chose my Career in 
DEFENCE so it will help me to know the  govt of my country better and 
the decisions taken related to border and army and the relationship of 
our country with our neighborhood 
And as we know that the military and defence is controlled by State so 
it will help me me to understand the norms and the rules and 
regulations which is only  comprehensible when I have a better 
knowledge of political science..
18/06/2021, 10:20 pm - Neel Basu: Good
18/06/2021, 10:20 pm - Neel Basu: Good
18/06/2021, 10:24 pm - +91 74791 77242: Name: SUMAIRA SHAHID
REG NO: KNU19103001637
@919932940169 Ma'am, I choose political science as my honors subject 
because I am interested in politics and political history and I am 
also very interested in knowing current affairs and I made like a goal 
for my future that i set up is to do a civil service like UPSC and i 
want to enter the Lal Bahadur Shastri National Academy of 
Administration (LBSNAA)  as an officer. LBSNAA is the dream 
destination of mine and also my father's.
18/06/2021, 10:26 pm - +91 97756 35403: Name: Subhrangshu Ghosh.
Reg: 19103001641

My opinion: Ma'am, I've always had a liking and interest, since 
childhood in subjects and topics like crime, it's investigation and 
other allied policies and deeds related to it. Therefore, I wanted to 
pursue a career linked to it. So, I want take up "M.A. in 
Criminology", a subject that deals with the concept of crime, it's 
variations and range of deadliness in the modern world.
Criminology is not available as a subject in Bachelor's, and needs 
another subject as a base...in order to be followed.
And ma'am, the best way to understand any kind of crime is to analyze 
the desires that lead to it and the way it's handled in future, within 
the borderlines of society. A society is built up and based on a 
variety of social and cultural practices, but most importantly, its 
based on a definite type of political system...and if history is 
consulted, different kind of criminal malpractices differ mainly, due 
to the historical and political layout of a particular region. Other 
than that, any other acts that have been termed illegal and criminal 
are, in one way or other linked to a particular political entity and 
it's working in society, with varoius other social and anthropological 
affairs and events related to it.
Therefore, studying political science serves me dual purposes, i.e., 
1) Getting a better and much broader view of how the society 
functions, on a political threshold..both, on national and 
international levels and, 2) I get a firm base for studying the 



subject, I intend to as it's the most likely subject that's going to 
help me analyze the different fractions of crime and why a particular 
deed is recognised as a CRIME in the modern society, while the same 
deed was a normal affair in particularly different time period.
Ma'am, these are the reasons, why I took up political science as a 
subject.
18/06/2021, 10:30 pm - +91 82500 07316: Name:- Abhisek kr Hela
Registration No :- 19103001810
The reason behind chose Political Science as my Honours Paper because 
before few years from the 11th-12th... When i start Reading the 
Political Science as subject from that time i was quite interested to 
know that how the Politics work around the and how it's effects the 
international relations , how the government works any many more 
things ...
So i decided to take Political Science as my main paper and get the 
opportunity to understand it in brief.

And one more reason ,
I want to attend civil services exam atleast one time, that time it 
will help me a lot in my Prepration.
18/06/2021, 10:41 pm - +91 74889 17741: *mam remember me I m he who 
went on arguing with u on the topic of LIBERALISM and u told me that 
why u interrupted me during the class*
18/06/2021, 10:41 pm - +91 74889 17741: 😅
18/06/2021, 10:42 pm - +91 74889 17741: *and u said that u ruined my 
time u don't have understood liberalism*
18/06/2021, 10:42 pm - +91 74889 17741: *and u r arguing*
18/06/2021, 10:44 pm - +91 74889 17741: * mam from BURNPUR BOYS HIGH 
SCHOOL*
18/06/2021, 10:46 pm - +91 74889 17741: *I m grateful to u mam that u 
praised my opinion*
18/06/2021, 11:00 pm - +91 74889 17741: *outstanding shubhrangshiu!*
18/06/2021, 11:00 pm - +91 74889 17741: 👍🏻
18/06/2021, 11:01 pm - +91 81013 60462: How are you dear ????
18/06/2021, 11:03 pm - Neel Basu: Good
18/06/2021, 11:05 pm - +91 82504 38542: Name -Sweta Tiwary
Reg-19103001900
Ma'am actually I choose political science honour because I have a good 
marks in class 12th in political science paper nd  it's my favorite 
subject just because after graduation I want to became a lawyer
18/06/2021, 11:13 pm - +91 93827 79641: Name:Farzana Tabassum
Reg no.: 19103001718
Mam I wanted to know about our constitution of India, how the govt of 
India is run and also aquire knowledge about international politics so 
I have decided these all thing I can learn in one subject and that is 
political science so I took political science as my honours subject 
and after graduation I wanted to become a highly qualified teacher of 
political science
18/06/2021, 11:19 pm - +91 89183 70225 joined using this group's 
invite link
18/06/2021, 11:19 pm - +91 97756 35403: Thanks a lot, Samir😅😅😊😊🙏
🙏🙏

18/06/2021, 11:22 pm - +91 97756 35403: I'm fine sumita, but sadly..my 
parents aren't😔😔😔
My father's and mother's results have become negative, but they're 
undergoing a massive hike in Blood Pressure and Blood Sugar, 



respectively.😔😔😔😔
18/06/2021, 11:27 pm - +91 832 702 3727: Name: khusboo khatoon
Registration: KNU19103001655
Mam I am want to became lawyer. After graduation I will take admission 
in law college it's a big dream of my life and that's why I have 
chosen political science. and I also like this subject too because 
this subject also connect me in the politics of our country.
19/06/2021, 12:12 am - +91 74889 17741: Np bro u r good indeed😊
19/06/2021, 12:30 am - +91 6296 809 819: Name: Roushan Khatoon 
Reg no:19103001382 
My opinion: Mam l have chosen political science as my Honers paper 
because what is the fundamental rights and duties in the india 
constitution? What offers  and rights all citizens the written by Baba 
sahab Ambedkar in this constitution under the Drafting committee in 
assembly.so it's my Golden opportunities chosen political science 
subject to knowledge gave me how the political works  and government's 
duties and decision making  ( the fundamental rights Artical 14) under 
the constitution. So I have  decided  LLB course in career that reason 
constitution study is my aim in life
19/06/2021, 6:30 am - +91 82500 61238: Name:Gourab Kumar Yadav.
Registration No:KNU19103001798
Ma'am i have choosen political science because it will help me in my 
upsc cse optional paper Political science and international relations.
19/06/2021, 9:17 am - Neel Basu: Please do not interact   amongst  
yourself.  This is official  group  , meant for interaction with  the 
teacher.
19/06/2021, 9:18 am - Neel Basu: Sumita if you are worried  about any 
student,  you  can ring him but do not interact  here.
19/06/2021, 9:22 am - Neel Basu: Anyway,  Iam happy  with the response  
of the  students
19/06/2021, 9:25 am - +91 81013 60462: Ok mam 
And SORRY for this mistake
19/06/2021, 5:02 pm - +91 83378 21677 joined using this group's invite 
link
20/06/2021, 12:21 pm - +91 91446 31047 joined using this group's 
invite link
21/06/2021, 3:09 pm - Your security code with +91 90641 76634 changed. 
Tap to learn more.
21/06/2021, 7:08 pm - +91 70010 89485 joined using this group's invite 
link
22/06/2021, 7:38 am - Your security code with +91 82504 38542 changed. 
Tap to learn more.
25/06/2021, 8:33 am - Your security code with +91 82504 38542 changed. 
Tap to learn more.
25/06/2021, 6:00 pm - Your security code with +91 85098 30064 changed. 
Tap to learn more.
26/06/2021, 1:15 pm - Your security code with +91 82504 38542 changed. 
Tap to learn more.
26/06/2021, 11:54 pm - Your security code with +91 90641 76634 
changed. Tap to learn more.
27/06/2021, 5:18 pm - Your security code with +91 84367 13940 changed. 
Tap to learn more.
27/06/2021, 9:55 pm - Your security code with +91 82504 38542 changed. 
Tap to learn more.
28/06/2021, 6:41 pm - Your security code with +91 76790 55943 changed. 
Tap to learn more.
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